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6
Role of pH-induced stickiness and chain length
in hyaluronan hydrogel mechanics

Hyaluronan is an essential structural biopolymer in the extracellular matrix of
connective tissues such as skin and cartilage. It is a linear polyelectrolyte with
the ability to form viscoelastic hydrogels by chain entanglements and by physical
crosslinks provided by hydrogen bonding interactions. Here, we investigate the
roles of entanglements and transient crosslinks in hyaluronan hydrogel mechanics
by performing shear rheology measurements on purified hyaluronan as a function
of the chain molecular weight and the solution pH. We show that entanglements
dominate the rheology at neutral pH, whereas physical crosslinking dominates when
the pH is lowered to 2.5, a value close to the isoelectric point of hyaluronan. Time-
temperature superposition measurements reveal that the flow activation energy of the
hydrogels strongly increases when the pH is lowered to 2.5 and that it increases with
hyaluronan molecular weight at low pH because longer chains carry more sticky
groups. This behaviour is consistent with the sticky reptation model, where stress
relaxation via polymer reptation is tuned by reversible binding and unbinding events.
Further research on the mechanical properties of this peculiar hydrogel can help in
designing materials for applications in regenerative medicine and drug delivery.
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6 Role of pH-induced stickiness and chain length in hyaluronan hydrogel mechanics

6.1 Introduction
Hyaluronan is an essential component of the extracellular matrix that forms the
scaffold of mammalian tissues. It is ubiquitous in a wide range of tissues, from skin
and cartilage to the brain [10, 167]. Hyaluronan is a linear polyelectrolyte composed
of repeating disaccharide units that carry a large negative charge density at neutral
pH due to the presence of carboxylate groups [31, 255, 256]. By virtue of its large
molecular weight and charge, hyaluronan is able to form soft viscoelastic hydrogels
[257]. In connective tissues such as skin and cartilage, hyaluronan hydrogels tune
the transport properties and rigidity of the tissue and provide protection against
compressive loads [127, 258, 259]. In joints, hyaluronan controls the viscosity of the
synovial fluid and provides lubrication [260–262]. In addition to regulating physical
properties of tissues, this polymer also regulates cell-matrix and cell-cell interactions
and thereby contributes to physiological processes such as cell-cell communication
[11], wound healing [263] and development [145]. Accordingly, abnormalities in the
expression level or the molecular weight of hyaluronan contribute to various diseases,
such as inflammation [264], multiple-sclerosis [26] and cancer [11, 129, 265, 266].
In the human body, hyaluronan normally has a large molecular weight of up to
10 MDa [10], corresponding to chain lengths of tens of micrometers. However,
diseases such as cartilage degeneration are associated with a marked reduction of the
hyaluronan molecular weight [260–262, 267].

Because of its central importance in human health and disease, there have
been many studies of the material properties of isolated hyaluronic acid (reviewed
in Ref. [167]). Like many other biopolymers, hyaluronic acid is responsive to
external stimuli, such as temperature, solution pH, salt concentration and divalent
counterions. Of these triggers, the solution pH has the most marked effect: in a
narrow pH range centred around pH 2.5, hyaluronan solutions turn into soft solids
that are stretchable [178, 268, 269]. This special gel state is commonly referred
to as the putty state [179]. Recent vibrational spectroscopy measurements have
revealed that the pH-induced gelation of hyaluronan is due to the formation of
specific inter-chain hydrogen-bonds between the carboxyl and amide groups on its
repeating disaccharide units [166] (see Figure 1a). So far, putty state formation has
been observed for high molecular weight hyaluronan (> 1 million Daltons), but not
for molecular weights below 100 kDa [179]. The molecular weight could influence
putty state formation through various effects, e.g. by influencing the percolation
threshold of hyaluronan chains, their ability to form topological entanglements,
and the average number of hydrogen bond stickers per chain. So far, a quantitative
experimental study that disentangles the effects of entanglements and transient
crosslinking is lacking.

Here, we report rheological measurements on hyaluronan solutions, comparing
high (>1.5 MDa) and low (100 kDa) molecular weight hyaluronan, at neutral pH
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6.2 Materials and methods

where the chains interact by excluded volume interactions only [152], and at pH
2.5 where the chains additionally interact by transient hydrogen-bond associations
[166]. We show that switching the pH from 7.0 to 2.5 results in a marked increase in
the viscoelastic shear moduli as well as in the stress relaxation time scale for both
molecular weights. However, the viscoelastic state of the two polymers is different:
while the high molecular weight (HMW) hyaluronan behaves as a soft solid with a
plateau modulus of ~100 Pa, low molecular weight (LMW) hyaluronan solutions
behave as viscoelastic fluids. Time-temperature superposition measurements reveal
that the HMW hyaluronan exhibits a substantially higher activation energy for
network flow in the putty state compared to its LMW counterpart. We interpret
these findings in the context of the sticky reptation model [270, 271] previously
applied to entangled synthetic polymers interacting by thermoreversible cross-linking
[272, 273], which predicts that longer chains incur extra friction due to the increased
number of stickers per chain.

6.2 Materials and methods

6.2.1 Sample preparation
We obtained low molecular weight (LMW, Mw 100 kDa) sodium hyaluronate from
LifeCore biomedical, and high molecular weight (HMW, Mw 1.5-1.8 MDa) sodium
hyaluronate from Sigma Aldrich. Both hyaluronan preparations were manufactured
by microbial fermentation. Solutions of LMW hyaluronan at a concentration of
70 and 100 mg/mL and solutions of HMW hyaluronan between 5-20 mg/mL were
prepared by dissolving weighed amounts of hyaluronic acid in an aqueous solution
containing 0.15 M NaCl (Sigma Aldrich) and HCl (Sigma Aldrich) ranging from
0 to 206 mM. The solution pH was measured with a pH meter equipped with a
microelectrode (Hanna Instruments, Germany). The polymer concentrations were
chosen such that the concentration relative to the overlap concentration c* was
comparable for both polymers. Based on the nominal molecular weights of the
two hyaluronan preparations, we expect overlap concentrations of 11 mg/ml for
LMW hyaluronan and 2 mg/ml for HMW hyaluronan [151]. At the hyaluronan
concentrations used in this study, we operate in the entangled regime (c > ce),
given that the onset of entanglements for flexible polymers is expected at ce~2-5
c* [186]. For the LMW hyaluronan we tested whether the molecular weight was
large enough to generate entanglements by measuring the solution viscosity by
applying a rotational shear with a strain rate increasing logarithmically from 0.01 to
100 s°1 using a stress-controlled MCR 501 rheometer (see below for details on the
instrument).
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6 Role of pH-induced stickiness and chain length in hyaluronan hydrogel mechanics

6.2.2 Time-temperature superposition rheology experiments
Frequency spectra of the linear viscoelastic shear moduli as a function of temperature
were measured with a stress-controlled MCR 501 rheometer (Anton Paar, Austria),
using a plate-plate measuring geometry with a 40 mm diameter and 100 µm gap.
The plate temperature was controlled by a Peltier plate connected to the lower plate
and a hood controlling the temperature of the upper plate. Samples were loaded at
room temperature (22°C) and equilibrated for 10 minutes before starting experiments.
Small amplitude (0.5%) oscillatory shear tests were performed at 20 frequencies
logarithmically spaced between 0.1 and 10 Hz, at different temperatures of 5, 10,
15, 22, 30 and 40°C. We started from 22°C and decreased the temperature to 15, 10,
and 5°C, and then up to 30 and 40°C. The temperature was adjusted between each
frequency sweep at the fastest rate allowed by the rheometer (around 2°C/s) and
after reaching the desired temperature, we waited for equilibration by checking for
saturation of the elastic and loss moduli, which always occurred within two minutes.
We also verified that there was no hysteresis in the sample until a temperature
of 65°C (data not shown), consistent with prior studies showing hyaluronan is
stable up to 50°C and is hydrolysed above 90°C on a timescale of about 1 hour
[274]. Time-temperature superposition analysis of the frequency (!) spectra was
performed by determining an appropriate shift factor aT (T ) to overlap both the
elastic modulus G'(!) and the viscous shear modulus G”(!) onto their respective
reference curve measured at the reference temperature T0 = 295 K (22°C). The
temperature dependence of the shift factors was fitted to the Arrhenius equation to
obtain the activation enthalpy Ea for stress relaxation:

log (aT ) =° Ea

2.303R

µ
1
T

° 1
T0

∂
(6.1)

where R is the universal gas constant. The activation energy in units of kB T was
obtained by dividing by Avogadro's number, where kB is Boltzmann's constant and
T is the absolute temperature. For each condition, experiments were performed on
three independently prepared samples.

6.3 Results and discussion

6.3.1 pH and molecular weight dependence of hyaluronan
hydrogel rheology

To study the impact of pH-dependent crosslinking on hyaluronan hydrogel rheology,
we decided to compare solutions of hyaluronan polymers at two pH values (2.5 and
7.0) and at two molecular weights (100 kDa and 1.5 MDa) (see Figure 1a). The
two pH values were chosen because they represent two distinct regimes of chain
interactions. At pH 7.0, previous rheology and self-diffusion studies have indicated
that hyaluronan chains interact by excluded volume interactions only, provided that
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6.3 Results and discussion

the ionic strength is sufficiently high such that electrostatic repulsions are screened
[177, 275]. At pH 2.5, high molecular weight hyaluronan forms soft and stretchable
gels that are referred to as putty [179, 276], due to hydrogen-bonding interactions
[166]. The two molecular weights were chosen to be a factor 15 different, to probe
the influence of the number of hydrogen-bond stickers per chain on the rheology.
To ensure that we compared the two hyaluronan polymers in the same semidilute
entangled concentration regime, we adjusted the polymer concentrations such that
they were comparable, relative to the overlap concentration. The entangled regime
sets in at the so-called entanglement concentration ce , which is generally a factor
2-5 higher than the overlap concentration c* where the polymer coils first touch
[151, 152]. We therefore chose to work at c = 10 mg/mL for HMW hyaluronan (c*
= 2 mg/ml) and at c = 70 mg/mL for LMW hyaluronan (c* = 11 mg/ml). To verify
that the LMW hyaluronan exceeded the critical molecular weight for entangling,
we measured the steady-state viscosity of these solutions at pH 7.0 as a function
of concentration. In the unentangled semidilute regime (c* < c < ce) the viscosity
should scale approximately linearly in concentration, with an exponent of 1.3,
while in the entangled regime (c > ce), the viscosity should rise more steeply with
concentration with a power-law exponent between 3 and 3.4 [186]. We observed
approximate c

3.3-scaling for the viscosity between 40 and 100 mg/mL (Fig. S1 in
the Supplementary Information), confirming that the solutions are in the entangled
regime at 70 mg/mL.

We characterized the time-dependent rheology of the samples by performing
frequency sweeps using strain oscillations with a small (0.5%) amplitude. As shown
in Fig. 1b, the frequency spectra for HMW hyaluronan, independent of pH, show
a transition from a solid response (G'>G”) at high frequencies to a fluid response
(G'<G”) at low frequencies. The shape of the frequency spectrum is characteristic
for entangled polymer solutions, which generally display a Maxwell-type behaviour
with a rubber-like plateau that persists until a time t ~ø and a terminal (!< 1/ø)
regime where the moduli tend towards G”~!1 and G'~!2 scaling [33, 186], although
here we do not yet see the full relaxation. The main effects of lowering the pH are a
down-shift of the frequency for the crossover of G' and G”, marking the transition
from the rubber plateau to the terminal regime (from 5 rad/s at pH 7.0 to ª0.2 rad/s
at pH 2.5), and an approximately 10-fold increase of the plateau modulus (from ª20
Pa at pH 7.0 to ª200 Pa at pH 2.5). These changes are in line with expectations for
entangled polymers that experience transient crosslinking interactions as formulated
by the sticky reptation model [270, 271]. Sticky interactions slow reptation by
adding an additional friction on the chains that is proportional to the (effective) bond
lifetime and quadratic in the number of stickers per chain. At the same time, transient
crosslinks enhance the shear modulus G0 in the rubbery plateau since, according to
the theory of rubber elasticity [271], G' is the sum of the free energy of the strands
in the material, G'= ∫xkB T , where ∫x= cNA/M is the number density of elastically
active network strands. The simplest assumption is that the number densities of
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6 Role of pH-induced stickiness and chain length in hyaluronan hydrogel mechanics

constraints provided by entanglements and crosslinks add up. Our data therefore
suggest that reducing the pH from 7.0 to 2.5 creates a 10-fold increase in the density
of elastic constraints.

As shown in Fig. 1c, changing the pH from 7.0 to 2.5 has a more drastic effect
on the rheology of the LMW hyaluronan compared to the HMW variant. At pH
7.0, the LMW hyaluronan solutions behave as viscoelastic fluids, having a loss
modulus G” larger than the elastic modulus G' over the probed frequency range
(10-60 rad/s). Note that the frequency range is limited by the minimum detectable
sample torque at small frequencies and by instrument inertia at high frequencies.
The moduli scale with frequency as G”~!1 and G'~!2 as expected for entangled
polymer solutions in the terminal (long-time) regime. Our data suggest that the
entanglements must have a life time shorter than 100 ms (the highest frequency we
can probe), since we do not observe any sign of a rubber plateau. Decreasing the pH
to 2.5 causes a strong increase of the shear moduli (by nearly 100-fold for G' and
nearly 10-fold for G”), such that they become comparable in magnitude. Strikingly,
the storage and loss moduli now both show a frequency scaling consistent with the
!1/2 scaling expected in the Rouse regime [33, 277]. We verified that the viscosity of
the solvent is negligible compared to the viscosity of the polymer, and the power-law
trend is not affected [278] (see Supplementary Figure S2). The Rouse regime is the
short-time (t « ø) regime found at times much smaller than the entanglement time ø,
where the polymers equilibrate their contour length [33]. If true, this observation
therefore suggests that the sticky interactions that develop at pH 2.5 significantly
delay relaxation of the polymer chains [279]. Since we do not observe any transition
to another frequency regime, however, we cannot exclude that we instead observe the
terminal relaxation regime, but with a much shallower frequency dependence than
expected from the Maxwell model. Polydispersity is known to cause broadening of
the frequency spectrum [186], especially in case of sticky polymers [273].

6.3.2 Temperature dependence of hyaluronan hydrogel
rheology

Our findings suggest that a single time scale, which is modulated by pH-dependent
chain interactions, may control the rheology of hyaluronan hydrogels. To test this
idea, we performed measurements at different temperatures, since temperature is
known to modulate the strength of hydrogen-bonds [166]. As shown in Figure 2, the
shear moduli for both chain molecular weights and both solution pH values were
indeed strongly dependent on temperature: increasing the temperature lowered the
magnitude of the shear moduli. In case of the HMW hyaluronan, increasing the
temperature in addition increased the characteristic frequency where the rubber
plateau crosses over to the terminal regime, consistent with faster stress relaxation.
By contrast, in case of the LMW hyaluronan, we observe a change in the frequency
dependence from a monotonic !1/2 dependence across the entire frequency range
at lower temperatures (5-22°C) to one where the elastic modulus develops a
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Figure 1: Linear viscoelastic shear moduli of hyaluronan hydrogels at room
temperature (T=22°C). (a) Schematic of the experimental conditions: we
compare high molecular weight (HMW, 1.5 MDa, left) and low molecular
weight (LMW, 100 kDa, right) hyaluronan at pH 7.0 (pink) where the chains are
entangled and pH 2.5 (blue). The chains transiently associate by hydrogen-
bonding interactions between carboxyl and amide groups depicted in the
molecular structure (schematic redrawn from Ref.[166]). (b) Frequency sweeps
for HMW hyaluronan (c = 10 mg/mL) showing elastic (solid circles) and viscous
(open circles) shear moduli at pH 7 (pink) and pH 2.5 (blue). (b) Corresponding
frequency sweeps for LMW hyaluronan (c = 70 mg/mL). Note that the pH 7.0
data set is cut off below 10 rad/s, where the instrument torque was <50-fold
above the noise. The measurements represent an average over three independent
experiments, with error bars corresponding to the standard error of the mean.
The grey lines represent power-laws with exponents 1 and 2 (terminal regime in
Maxwell model) and 1/2 (high-frequency Rouse regime) indicated in the graph.

plateau at low frequency at higher temperatures (30-40°C). This observation lends
support to our earlier hypothesis that the !1/2 scaling regime may represent a high
frequency Rouse regime, since the data suggest that the slowest Rouse relaxation
time (crossover from Rouse to rubber plateau) shifts up with increasing temperature
as expected in case of weaker crosslinking. We note that the hyaluronan hydrogels
were thermoreversible: there was no hysteresis in the rheology when the temperature
was shifted back up or back down (Fig. S3 in the Supplementary Information).

To test if a single interaction mechanism can account for the observed temperature
dependence, we performed time-temperature superposition analysis using 22°C as
the reference temperature. The idea behind this analysis is that the stress relaxation
time according to the sticky reptation model is proportional to the (effective) bond
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Figure 2: Temperature dependence of the frequency spectra of the shear
moduli of hyaluronan solutions, comparing high versus low molecular
weight chains and neutral versus acidic pH. (a) Upper panel: HMW
hyaluronan (1.5 MDa, 10 mg/ml) at pH 7.0, lower panel: HMW hyaluronan
at pH 2.5. (b) Upper panel: LMW hyaluronan (100 kDa, 70 mg/ml) at pH 7.0,
lower panel: LMW hyaluronan at pH 2.5.

life time and should therefore be exponentially dependent on temperature [280].
As shown in Figure 3, we can indeed construct master curves for each data set by
shifting the data along the frequency axis by a temperature-dependent shift factor
aT . The fact that the same horizontal shift factors apply for G' and G” indicates that
hyaluronan gels are thermorheologically simple materials [281] for which a single
temperature-dependent interaction scale sets the rheology.

Interestingly, the frequency spectra are rather different for the LMW and HMW
samples, consistent with the trends observed in Figure 1. The HMW hyaluronan
samples behave as Maxwell fluids with a rubbery plateau at the higher frequencies
and a crossover to a terminal relaxation regime at lower frequencies (Fig 3a). At pH
7.0, we do not reach low enough frequencies to confirm whether the moduli at long
times tend towards the G”~!1 and G'~!2 dependencies expected for a Maxwell fluid
with a single relaxation time. At pH 2.5, we do reach lower normalized frequencies,
but the low-frequency scaling of G' seems somewhat shallower than the G'~!2

scaling of the Maxwell model. A likely explanation is the size polydispersity of the
hyaluronan [186].
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Figure 3: Temperature dependence of the frequency spectra of the shear
moduli of hyaluronan solutions, comparing high versus low molecular
weight chains and neutral versus acidic pH. (a) Upper panel: HMW
hyaluronan (1.5 MDa, 10 mg/ml) at pH 7.0, lower panel: HMW hyaluronan
at pH 2.5. (b) Upper panel: LMW hyaluronan (100 kDa, 70 mg/ml) at pH 7.0,
lower panel: LMW hyaluronan at pH 2.5.

The LMW hyaluronan samples show a strikingly different behaviour. At pH
7.0, the moduli show the G”~!1 and G'~!2 power-law scaling with frequency
typical of the terminal regime (! < 1/ø) of a Maxwell fluid. We do not observe
a crossover to a rubbery plateau even for normalized frequencies !aT up to 100
rad/s, indicating that entanglements are very short-lived. Compared to the 15-fold
heavier HMW variant, the stress relaxation (reptation) time ø must therefore be at
least 100 times faster. Qualitatively, the observed molecular weight dependence
is consistent with predictions of the reptation model of Doi and Edwards [33],
which predicts that the reptation time ø should increase as M

3, and with a wealth
of empirical evidence (reviewed in [Ref.[186]) suggesting ø ~M

3.4. In the pH 2.5
condition, both the loss and the storage modulus for LMW hyaluronan instead
scale approximately as !1/2over a large frequency range (!aT = 1-100 rad/s). For
low normalized frequencies (!aT < 1 rad/s), G' flattens, which suggests that we
observe a transition from the high-frequency (! » 1/ø) Rouse regime of entangled
polymers to the rubbery plateau [33]. Apparently, turning on chain associations
by lowering the pH from 7.0 to 2.5 strongly enhances the Rouse time for LMW
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6 Role of pH-induced stickiness and chain length in hyaluronan hydrogel mechanics

hyaluronan, indicating strongly enhanced friction on the chains. We see a similar
trend at higher LMW concentrations, where we also see the onset of a rubber plateau
at low frequencies (Supplementary Figure S4).

To retrieve the flow activation energy of the hyaluronan hydrogels [282], we
constructed Arrhenius plots of the shift factors aT as a function of the inverse
temperature relative to the reference temperature T0=22°C for each data set. As
shown in Figure 4a, we obtained straight lines for all data sets, indicating that
the relaxation time is controlled by the thermally activated dissociation of bonds
between chains. As shown in Fig. 4b, the activation energy at pH 2.5 (taken from
the slope of the Arrhenius plots) is higher than at pH 7.0 for both HMW and LMW
hyaluronan, consistent with the expectation from the sticky reptation model that
pH-induced hydrogen-bonding enhances the friction on the chains. Interestingly, the
activation energy is strongly molecular weight dependent for the putty state at pH 2.5,
whereas it shows little molecular weight dependence for the entangled state at pH 7.0.

In the entangled state at pH 7.0, the activation energy is around 12 kB T ,
consistent with a prior report for high molecular weight hyaluronan[152, 283]. We
note that this earlier study was carried out at 50 mg/mL, a much larger concentration
than studied here (10 mg/mL), suggesting little effect of concentration on the
activation energy. We indeed find little dependence of the activation energy on
hyaluronan concentration at pH 7.0, both for HMW hyaluronan between 5 and 20
mg/mL and for LMW hyaluronan between 70 and 100 mg/mL (see Supplementary
Figure S5a).
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Figure 4: Flow activation energy of hyaluronan solutions, comparing high
and low molecular weight chains and neutral and acidic pH.(a) Arrhenius
plot showing the shift factors used for constructing the time-temperature
superposition data in Fig. 3 as a function of the inverse of the temperature
relative to the reference temperature T0 = 22°C. LMW data were measured at
70 mg/mL, while HMW data were measured at 10 mg/mL. Lines show linear
fits whose slopes represent the flow activation energy. (b) Activation energies
retrieved from the Arrhenius fits, expressed in units of thermal energy kB T.
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For the putty state at pH 2.5, the activation energy is around 50 kB T for HMW
hyaluronan and 30 kB T for LMW hyaluronan. We also measured activation energies
at other hyaluronan concentrations, and observed that the activation energy was
independent of concentration (see Supplementary Figure S5b). The enhanced flow
activation energy at pH 2.5 compared to pH 7.0 is consistent with the additional
presence of transient associations between the chains. In particular, the energy scale
is consistent with typical association energies of hydrogen bonds, which span from a
few to tens of kB T [284]. The increase of the flow activation energy with increasing
molecular weight is also consistent with the sticky reptation model, which predicts a
higher friction for higher molecular weight chains because these carry more stickers
[285]. The stickers are formed by the amide and carboxyl residues on the repeating
disaccharide units of hyaluronan [166] (Figure 1a). The HMW hyaluronan chains
contain about 3750 disaccharides, while the LMW hyaluronan chains contain only
250 disaccharides (considering that the molecular weight of a disaccharide is 400 Da
[286]). The average number of stickers per chain is therefore ~15 times higher for
the HMW hyaluronan compared to the LMW hyaluronan.

6.3.3 Universal master-curve for hyaluronan hydrogel rheology
Until now, we rescaled data sets for different molecular weights and pH values
onto separate master curves. To test if a single constitutive law describes all data,
independent of molecular weight, pH and temperature, we finally rescaled all curves
onto a single master curve. This idea was inspired by recent studies showing that
time-temperature superposition can be extended to other environmental parameters
that control the relaxation times of noncovalent gels such as ionic strength [287, 288].
To rescale the curves, we now needed not only a horizontal shift factor aT for the
frequency axis, but also a vertical shift factor bT to collapse G' and G”. This finding
indicates that variations in pH, molecular weight and temperature not only change
the stress relaxation time scale of the system, but also the density of entanglements
and/or crosslinks. With the same shift factors aT and bT (Supplementary Figure S6),
we could collapse both G' and G” for all conditions onto a single master curve (Fig.
5) that exhibits three distinct frequency regimes that are characteristic for entangled
polymer solutions:

1. Terminal relaxation (! < 1/ø): low-frequency regime corresponding to time
scales t>ø longer than the reptation time ø.

2. Rubber plateau (1/ø < !< 1/øRouse): elastic regime where chain entanglements
act as transient crosslinks.

3. Rouse regime (!> 1/øRouse): high-frequency regime corresponding to time
scales t < øRouse that are short compared to the Rouse time øRouse , where
stress is relaxed by chain contour length fluctuations.
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Figure 5: Universal mastercurve for hyaluronan hydrogel rheology
obtained by rescaling frequency sweeps both along the frequency and the
modulus axis, using shift factors aT and bT , respectively. Data include
frequency sweeps gathered at temperatures between 5 and 40°C (not color-coded)
and at hyaluronan concentrations of 70 mg/ml (LMW) and 10 mg/ml (HMW).
The data are shifted onto a reference set measured for HMW hyaluronan at pH
2.5 and at 22°C (grey triangles). We first shifted the horizontal axis, then the
vertical axis to obtain overlap. The colors correspond to either LMW or HMW
and either pH 2.5 or pH 7.0, as specified in the legend.

The apparent collapse onto a single mastercurve strongly suggests that the
physical interactions that control the rheology are the same, regardless of molecular
weight, temperature and pH. However, we caution that the frequency range accessible
with macroscopic rheometry is limited, so none of the experimental conditions
individually spans all three regimes. It would therefore be interesting to test the
validity of the universal scaling by augmenting the rheological measurements with
optical microrheology measurements, which can access much larger frequencies
because the probe inertia is smaller [152], and with creep tests, which can access
lower frequencies [171].

6.4 Conclusions
In the present study, we investigated the formation of a pH-dependent elastic state of
hyaluronan as a function of its molecular weight. We compared hyaluronan of two
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different chain lengths (HMW of 1.5 MDa and LMW of 100 kDa) at concentrations
that were chosen to be comparable when normalized by the overlap concentration c*.
The rationale for this choice was that we could compare the two hyaluronan variants
in the same concentration regime, namely the semidilute entangled regime where
the chains are loosely entangled. At neutral pH, both hyaluronan polymers formed
entangled solutions with a Maxwell-type response where the stress relaxation time
strongly dependent on molecular weight. In the frequency range accessible by
macroscopic rheometry (0.1-100 rad/s), the frequency spectrum for the LMW variant
covered only the terminal regime (! < 1/ø) whereas the frequency spectrum for the
HMW variant covered both the terminal regime (! < 1/ø) and the rubber plateau (! >
1/ø). The stress relaxation (reptation) time ø at neutral pH was at least 100-fold faster
for the LMW variant compared to the HMW variant, consistent with the strong (M

3)
molecular weight dependence predicted by the reptation model [33]. By performing
measurements over an extended temperature range (5-40°C), we could show that the
stress relaxation time displayed an Arrhenius-type dependence on temperature with
a flow activation energy of 12 kB T at pH 7, where chain friction is only affected
by excluded volume interactions and viscous drag. By lowering the pH to 2.5, we
could switch on temperature-dependent interactions mediated by hydrogen-bonding.
Stickiness caused a strong slow-down of the stress relaxation time and a strongly
enhanced flow activation energy (30 kB T for LMW hyaluronan and 50 kB T for
HMW hyaluronan), consistent with the sticky reptation model. Our findings show
that hyaluronan forms thermoreversible gels whose macroscopic properties can be
tuned by the molecular weight of the polymer and by environmental conditions such
as pH and temperature.

In the context of human physiology, understanding how the mechanical properties
of extracellular matrix polymers are affected by pH is relevant since many diseases,
like cancer and inflammation, are associated with acidosis [289], a decrease of the
extracellular pH. Even though the average pH values in this situation are reported
to be of order 5.8 [290], potentially lower pH values might be reached locally and
transiently, and in turn affect the dynamics of hyaluronan. In the context of materials
science, it has become clear in recent years that noncovalently bonded hydrogels have
many desirable properties such as stimuli-responsiveness, toughness, and an inherent
capacity for self-healing and recovery after mechanical damage. Such materials
have possible applications for shape memory, self-healing and adhesive materials
[291]. Hyaluronan is biocompatible and already used for a broad range of biomedical
applications, from drug delivery to tissue regeneration [167, 292–294]. It would
therefore be interesting in the future to extend our study of the linear rheological
properties of hyaluronan hydrogels to the non-linear regime of large deformations
and to complex time-dependent effects such as plasticity and self-healing [295, 296].
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6.5 Supplementary Figures

Supplementary Figure 1: Dependence of the steady-shear viscosity at low
shear rates for LMW hyaluronan solutions on hyaluronan concentration..
Shear viscosities were determined for a strain rate of 0.1 s°1. The viscosity scales
with concentration according to a power law with best-fit exponent 3.3±0.4 (grey
dashed line), consistent with the prediction of the reptation model for semidilute
entangled solutions of flexible polymers. Data were obtained at 22°C, and indicate
one repeat.
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Supplementary Figure 2: Solvent contribution to the loss modulus is
negligible for 70 mg/mL LMW solutions at pH 2.5 and 22°C. We verified
that the solvent viscosity gives a negligible contribution to the power-law scaling
of G”with frequency for the LMW solution at pH 2.5. The red line indicates a fit
of the data to a power law, which yields an exponent of 0.46±0.01.
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Supplementary Figure 3: Thermoreversibility of the rheology of hyaluro-
nan solutions. Two measurements on LMW hyaluronan at pH 2.5, carried out at
a temperature of 22°C before (purple) and after (orange) a complete temperature
cycle where the temperature was changed stepwise from 22 down to 5°C and then
up to 40°C. Both the elastic modulus G' (full circles) and the viscous modulus G”
(empty circles) return back to the original moduli.
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Supplementary Figure 4: Rheology of a 100 mg/mL hyaluronan solution at
pH 2.5. For the 100 mg/ml sample at pH 2.5 we observe !1/2 scaling of the shear
moduli transitioning towards !1/3 at high frequency, and a crossover to a rubber
plateau at low frequency.
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Supplementary Figure 5: Concentration dependence of the flow activation
energies for high and low molecular weight hyaluronan solutions at neutral
and acidic pH. (a) Activation energy for neutral solutions of LMW (red) and
HMW (blue) hyaluronan. (b) Corresponding data for acidic solutions. The
concentration was varied from 70 to 100 mg/ml in case of LMW hyaluronan and
from 5 to 20 mg/mL in case of HMW hyaluronan (see labels).
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Supplementary Figure 6: Shift factors used to collapse the frequency
spectra of hyaluronan solutions of low and high molecular weight for
two pH values (2.5 and 7.0) and over an extended temperature range (5-
22°C) onto a single (bT G'(aT!) and bT G”(aT!) mastercurve.Upper panel:
horizontal shift factors to overlap the frequency axis. Lower panel: vertical
shift factors to overlap the G'and G”axis. HMW hyaluronan at pH 2.5 and a
temperature of 22°C was used as the reference.
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